
# 2813, STYLISH & SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM
CONDO IN CAP CANA, PUNTA CANA! 

  Condominium.   $ 442,750  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Perfect 2-Bedroom Condo in Cap Cana Punta Cana Offers The Ideal Blend of Comfort And Style!
The spectacular new development offers the pinnacle of exclusivity in the prestigious enclave of
Cap Cana. This stunning new complex, nestled within this premium residential region, offers a
unique living experience for individuals seeking a sophisticated and refined lifestyle. This project
set against the background of Cap Cana's exquisite white sand beaches and towering cliffs, is a
sanctuary for ardent golfers, with two superb Jack Nicklaus-designed golf courses. Enjoy the
magnificence of the beachfront holes at Punta Espada and the soon-to-be-completed Las Iguanas,
which are surrounded by spectacular views that display the region's natural majesty. Residents
may enjoy a variety of outstanding amenities within this extraordinary building, including a
community pool, a BBQ area for pleasant outdoor parties, a state-of-the-art gym for keeping an
active lifestyle, and a bar to unwind and mingle. The presence of 24-hour security guarantees a
safe and tranquil living environment. The homes provide a variety of units, some with mesmerizing
views of the glistening pool, some with breathtaking ocean views, and some with gorgeous
mountain views. Each apartment has been thoughtfully designed to deliver the ultimate in comfort
and elegance, with top-of-the-line finishes that exemplify modern luxury. This premium complex,
conveniently located in the heart of Cap Cana, provides quick access to Juanillo Beach, Marina
Beach, and the perfectly built golf courses. This development is the ideal alternative for anyone
looking for an investment opportunity, a vacation escape, or a permanent house in Cap Cana.
Welcome to a world of elegant living, where the lobby concierge greets residents with a warm smile
and impeccable craftsmanship blends with impeccable service. Elevate your lifestyle here and
immerse yourself in Cap Cana's unsurpassed beauty and grandeur!

Name Jazzibel Munoz
Phone (732) 351-6757

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  2
Bath :  2

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  1871

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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